
CHAPEL % 3 -13-

eNaNe.-h- enable him to see what were the human motives t1 t were affecting him.

Was he going to &a keep here because he was getting fa.c-- favour, because people

were looking up to him because of his accomplishmexlL s or was he going there Iee±&

because people would say what a wonderful example of self-sacrifice when a man

gives up a tremendous thing x aeI- and takes the thing that is so much humbler.
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some people are moved that way and me this way. One man said to me

once he said, se so many people are just looking out for glory all the time, I decided

that whenever I am given two opportunit.ies to take the poorest time. I'll never

take any position of prominence. I think he was entirely we.g- wrong. The Lord may

want you in a position of tremendous prominence, and if you th4g-- think that you

are honoring the Lord simply by assuming a g very great humility , it may be4e- that

you will get proud of your humility. It may be that it is jus t as k selfish in His

sight as if you were looking for the honor and glory that the other would give. He

west wants you to look not for what would be great btt-iot-te or for that which

would degrade yourself"but only for that which would accomplish the most for His

purposes. And so Dr. Torrey spend- spent three days until he was absolutely sure

that he had reached the point where he oe+.i1- knew no personal motive entered into

Id his decision but that xt he was looking at it wholly from the viewpoint of what would

b e most greatly to the glory of God. And so he made the decision on that basis and the

way things developed in the next few years it became very very clear to him that

he had made the right decision. God had see- sent that call at that particular time

because he- He wanted him in that place and had a great work for him to do there

that he could never had- have done in this place, but it was not a selfish motive.

That gt'at great man of God said it took him three days to be absolutely sure that he

1or
we- was 13- was & in a position . the Lord ccw use t And so this is in my opinion
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